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rntrodoction
Prior to the publication of any Uterary or Scientific Work, it is

customary for tlie aullior to give an outline of . * nubject in the form
of a preface.

In the present instance, the Trisection of any nnlilineal ande
was first observed by the author several vcars ago, when reading the
folIowinK (see page 105 of the Elements I (Jeometry, in reference to
the subdivision of the circumference ot u circle, anil which work is
hereinafter more amply identified in the opening [mgc hereof), viz :

"It IS obvious that anv regular polygon whatever might lie inscrilied
"in a circle, provided that its circumference could be divided into
"any uroiiosed numlier of e. I parts ; but such division of the cir-
"cumference like the trisection of an angle, which indeed deiieiids on
"it, IS a problem which has not yet been effected."

A Dossible solution of the problem was suggested by ihe reading
of the followin|[ ; "If the side of any triangle be prwluced, the ex-
"tenor angle is equal to the two interior a d opposite angles. (See
Euclid 88-1).

It did not require much reflection t discover that, if a line
could be drawn so that the interior and oppf lite angles would be to
each other in the ratio of two to one, the problem could be solved,
but a method by v hich a line could be so placed did nr seem pos-
Mble. Further consideration soon revealed the condit: that the
••™e «»ult could be attained if a construction could 1 -nade by
which, as iu the following Analysis, the straight line A P would
mtersect the circumference of the semi-circle in the point V so thatV P - A B the problem could be solved. However, a construction
to comply with that condition, did not seem feasible. During the
interval, much time has been periixlically devoted by Ihe author to
the study of this problem, and with the final result as disclosed by the
demonstration expounded in this treatise.

Subsequentiv to or about the year 1888, Mr. Andrew Doyle
published several solutions of the Trisection problem. Some time in
or about the year 1895, he published and proved that, if a straight
line be drawn (which as before mentioned, is described in the follow-
ing treatise), so that the portion of it situate between a perpendicular
such as B F' and the circumference of the semi-circle would be equal
to the radius, and that to place a line in such position would be
equivalent to the solution. Mr. Doyle did not make such a con-
struction to give effect to his theory, and consequently failed to solve
the problem.

In justice to Mr. Doyle, it is considered proper for this note of
recognition to appear in this publication.

Ottawa, August, 1910 GEO. GOODWIN.





Trisection of Any Rectilineal Angle.

SECTION NO. 1.

Clause No. I.—As an explanatory note, the qualifying words
not greater than a nght angle may be used, but do not mean a
limitaUon of the problem, because, if the given angle should be greater
than a nght angle the angle, could be bisected, and the half of the
angle, so divided, could be trisected, and the two-thirds of the half
would be equal to the one-third of the whole.

In order to facilitate the solution of the several parts of this
problem, it will be found convenient to divide it into sections and
CLAUSES, which can be referred to according to the numbers under
which they appear.

..,;. T-
J* P"?e'ri<;al authori^, herein quoted, is "The Six Books of

Euchd Bv John Playfair, P.E.S., Lond. and Edin. Professor of

..S?- !* rlulMophy, formerly of Mathematics, in the University of

"IfifiO
" " '**' London Edition, Enlarged. Philadelphia,

Clause No. 2.—Before proceeding to the consideration of this
problem it may be observed, that Geometrical writers directly after
the Enunciation of a Problem, proceed to show how the construction
can be accomplished, the demonstration, as to its accuracy, followine
in general order. °

In this case that which is designated as the first diagram is
intended to show the mode of construction with the least number of
ines to be drawn and the least number of Points necessary to estab-
lish the position and magnitude of these lines. Then afterwards will
follow the main diagram, on which will appear a greater number of
lines required for the purposes of demonstration, and which will
herein be subsequently identified as Construction No. 1.

First Diagram.

J i^' I*"*
""K'e A B C be the given angle. Produce the line C B

indefinite^ to say Z (2 post). From the point B, in the straight lineC ^ (or C B Z) draw the perpendicular B F' (11—1), let A B =B CThen place the point E, in the line C Z, .so that the line B E = 2 A b'
then draw the line E A produced indefinitely to say A'". Then from
Uie point H at the intersection of the line E A with the perpendicular
B F and with a radius equal to B E (or 2 A B) describe the arc inter-
secting the line C Z in the point R. Then draw the line R A inter-
secting the perpendicular B F' in the point T. Then draw the line





ClAune No. 3—CoiitiniMd—Secdon No. 1.

T L' parallel to C Z intersecting E A (or E H' H A). Then from the

point H with a radius equal to II' A describe the arc A' (or make
II II' = A A'). Then the line drawn from A' to R will form an angle

with the line C Z that will be ecjual to one-third (i) of the given angle

(or A' R C = ^-|-5^

An.vlysis.

Clause No. 3.—In order to ascertain the conditions that prevail

so that the interior and opposite angles may be divided in the propor-

tion of one to two, which if accomplished would be equivalent to the

solution of the trisection problem (32—1).

By HvpoTHESia.

It may be assumed that an angle, as, for example, the angle

A B C, is already divided into three equal parts by the two lines, viz.,

B X and B Y. Let A B = B C. Produce the straight line C B
indefinitely (2 Post.) to .say Z. From the point B draw B F' perpen-
dicular to C Z (or C B) produced (11—1) make B E = « C B (or

2 A B) . From the point A draw A P parallel to B X intersecting the

line C Z in the point P (31—1). Then A P B = X B C (28—1) and
ABC = APC-|-BAP (32—1).

From the point B as a centre and with A B as a radius, describe

the semicircle CAD (on C B produced) intersecting A P in the point

V. Then B V = A B (being radius of the same semicircle), and the

angle B A V - B V A (5—1) and A B C = B A P + A P B (32—1)
and B V A = V B P -I- A P B and by the Hypothesis X B C = A P B

andXBC =^— TheangleAPB = " 5
^
and B A P = B V A

BAP
3 "

2

(5—1) andBVA = APB-(-VBP (32—1), and as A P B =

= APB. Then from the point V where the straight line

A P intersects the semicircle draw the line V VV parallel to B C (or C Z)

(31—1). Then B V = B A and then B A V = B V A (5—1) and
V B P = B V VV (27—1) and B V A = 2 A P B. The angle B V A
is bisected by the line V W and as C B F' is a right angle, the angle

V W B is also a right angle because V W is parallel to C Z (or C E)
(13—1) or the angle B A P is equal to two of the parts of which the
angle ABC contains three.

The alternate VBP = BVWandBVA = 2APBandAVvV
= APBandBVA = APB-I- VBPandBVA—APB = BVA
—VBP. Therefore A PB =VBP and VB =V P. It will be seen

that the point U is at the intersection of the straight line A U V P
(or A P) with the perpendicular B F'. The two triangles B V W and
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UVW have two angles in the one e<iual to two angles in the other each
to each, and the hne V W common to both, V W B and U W V are
botli nght angles (13—1), and B V W = U V W (or A V VV)

Then there arc two triangles having two angles in the one e<nia|
to two angles m the other and one side of the one e.iual to one side of

;v i?Hf K^^.V'^f•" '" ''""''• """ "" '•<""i»i"'"K ""Ble of the one
( V U W = V U W) IS equal to the remaining angle of the other and
the remammg sides of the one are equal to the reniaininir sides of
the other (46—1). Therefore V B = V U and B W = U W.

It has been shown that V B = V P and U V = V P. The three
hnes, VIZ.. B V, V P and U V are e<iual, therefore P V = V U and^V + \V= iAb. Note, it will be observed that, if a line be drawn
from any other pomt than from the point P (in the line B E) to the

point A, the angle would be less or greater than '^ ^ ^'
according as

that point should be situate any place between B and P or anv
place between P and E.

'

SFCTION NO. 2.

From the foregoing Analysis the following Theorem is derived,

• }[ ""•'."f f'"'
''''^? °^ ."">' ?'™" '•'<-'i''n«'al angle (not greater than

a right angle) be produced, indefinitely, and from the point where thetwo sides forming the given angle intersect each other a line be
drawn perpendicular to the side produced, and from that point as a
centre a semicircle l>e described, on the side produced, and if the
straight hne drawn from the point where the other side of the given
angle intersects the circumference (of the semicircle) to a point in the
side so produced, so that the straight line so drawn will be divided
by the perpendicular, so that the portion of it that lies, or is situate
between it.s intersection with the perpendicular and the point where
it intersects the side produced will be equal to the diameter (or twice
the radius), the angle formed ijy that line so drawn and the side so
produced will be equal to one-third of the given angle and the line so
drawn is constant with regard to any rngle. The demonstration in
relation thereto, given m the following sections will show that the
straight line A P and lines parallel to A P can be so placed independ-
ently and without the assumption as set forth by the Hvpothesij in
Section No. 1.

-^ Jr

SECTION NO. 3.

Construction No. 1.

Clause No. I-—The same diagram may be used as in Section
JMo. I. tTora the point E with a radius equal to the diameter (or 2A B) descnbe the arc B G (indefinitely). Trom the point H at the

6





Claiue llo. 1 -Condnued—SscUon Ho. 3.

jnter.se<ti<.n of ilio li.,.. A E «illi the [,<T|KM„li,.„lav U K' ,lnnv tl,,. line
I L pura! el l« » K or (: Z (;il -1 , intersctii.t; tl>e «re l< (i i„ thepomt 1,. From the pomt lan.l with a ra.lius e,,ual to the .liameter ofhe sem.nrele (or li A li) ,k.s. lilK-. the (s,„al|, are at 11 (in theme C Z) then ,lraw the hne A K i,.ter.se,ti«K the perpen.lirnlar li Fn tie ponit 1. lhro.,Kl. the point A draw A .\[ .arallel to C Z (or
i E) aiul throufjh T .Iraw T 1/ parallel to V Z (or' A M). Draw the

br.h wavstowanls A ami K) ari.l intersecting the line T / in thepoint L'
.
Produce L J to K. so that .1 K will l,e e.pu.l to L L". and ehne <lrawn Iron, k to K will torn. .... ai,«le will, the li,.e li K (or

C Z) that will be e.|iial to oi.e-third Q) of the given angle or
'^

'J

^-'

SECTION NO. i.

Dk.mo.nstr.vtio.v.

Clause No. I. Hy Hypothesis the straight li..e A V I' forms
with C Z (or C B E) an angle = -^

^» ^\ and, for the s,.ke of ,„.,-

venience, in reference to the reaso.iing, the li.,e A 1» or anv line
parallel to .t or li X may he .-efer-ed to or called a trise.-ting l1n^.

Clause No. 2.--The portion of the line A U P that i.s ,-tuatebe ween the perpe..<l„nlar H F' an<l the point P l.v Hypothesis is

an W
", ^ ^r VV^>

'"" ""«'' " " 1'= = l^ » » (l-othri'IgXl
anglesj the side M> .s great-r than tl,,- si.le B P (IH-l) a,.d IJ F=

It ,;^ ',,• " ""';"'<'' "' »»'' IS » poilion of the line AH E a.id

, '\"i. ,',.''' '" "'"' "* " I'""-'!"" of the straight line A U P. Theangi" A U li ,s greater than (he angle .V P li and the a.igle li .^ P isgr.ater than the a.igle li A R and the angle I, A E is ..r.-aier thanthe angle li A P a,.d A E inte.-.sects li F' i.. the point ifat a 1- te
d..sta..ce Iron, li tha.. A P intersects B F' in the 'point V. The.XreBH .s g,eater than li U and B U is greater tha.. 'li T a,.d the ang eA F B IS greater than the angle A E li.

'*

The following is submitted as eyplanatorv of the un.ler.nen-
t.one<l tenns use.l here..., viz: -.livcrgent value, eonvcrgc.t valuehonzon al conve-jjent value, a„d vertical value. Wl,e.. cert."^^hues ot unequal le..gtl, a,c drawn from a point, not situate inhe hne called the trisc-ting line, so L to i.,terseet the
tr..sect.ng hue and from that sa.ne point if another line bedrawn at a d.fferent angle so as to intersect the trisectin.- linen some other po.nt

. such lines, while different in length. a.e said
to be ol c<p.al value, as, for .xample. viz: -The line E A con-verges towanls the trisecting line and intersects P A in the ,)oint \
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and the line E P converges from E to P, so tlmt those two lines while
different in length are said to Ijc of equal value. That is to »av the
convergent value of E A is said to be f |ual to the convergenthori-
zontal value of h V. Then the divergciit value of A II is sai.l to be
equal to convergent horizontal value of U P.

The meaning of the terms may \ie further explained, viz —The
term divergent means a line drawn from any point situate in the
trisecting line to any point that is not situate in that line.

The term convergent means a line drawn from any point not sit-
uate in the trisecting line to any point that is situate in that line.

The term horizontal means the line C Z or the distance betweenany two points situate in C Z or any line parallel to it.

The term vertical means the line B F' or the distance betweenany two points situate in B F' or any line parallel to it, or any line

pMXrto'itfz ' '° ^ ^' °^ '^'^"^ "' "^'" ""«'*' '° ""y ""*

The following may be used as illustrative of the foregoiiB
explanations. The line E A converges towart's the trisecting lineA F and the same line A E diverges from A P and E P converges
from E to P so that the use of the term convergent or divergent
1 determined by whether the line is supposed to Be drawn from E
to A or from A to E. The same may te said as to whether the
line IS supposed to be drawn from R to A or from A to R The
divergent value of A R is equal to the convergent horizontal value
of K P or the divergent honzontal value of P R is equal to con-
vergent value R A. Also the convergent value of II A is aiual tothe horizontal convergent value of H U', and the horizontal value
ot M U IS e<(ual to the vertical convergent value of II U, and the
divergent value of A II is equal to the divergent vertical value of U II!

,
9*"®.^ ^°- 3—The convergent value l)etween the line A Hand the trisecting line A U P measured on the perpendicular B F'

is H U and when measured on the horizontal L H produced to U' is
equivalent to tk convergent horizontal value accrued between the in-
tersection of A P with the horizontal straight line L H U' and havinc

% uTt?"*"' ™V*"''*'"',"'
™''"' °f HU', so that the horizontal value

u IT tV-
'^ ^V *° .'^^ convergent value of H A and the triangle

!: T.Y
be consniered as a right angle triangle composed of a

portion of the different lines as per sketch No. 1. The lines forming
this triangle are VIZ., H U', included in and forming a part of the
honzontaT straight line L H U'. the line II II. included in andforming a part ot the perpendicular B F', an.l the line U' U, inclu.ledm and forming a part of the trisecting line A P (or A U' U P).





ClaoM Ho. I—Coaliaiii4—awdoa R». 4.

Observe H T is greater limn 11 U, therefore the portion of A P
•ituate between H L ami T V \a greater than U' U. It may be roen-
tioned the line A H f^nverijes towards or diverges from the trisecting
line A P according as that Ime is drawn from A to II or from U to A.

Clause No. 4.—There is, so fai considered, no method (ex-
clusive of the HyiTOthesis) by which the length of the lines 11 U' + R P
can lie measumf or shown horizontally or how eithtr of th^ni can be
measured sejmrntclv. However, it has been shown th?t a line drawn
from L to J !•- ,|ual and jiarallel to H A, and thai, as A H - L J, the
convergent v

1 lue of H A is equal to the convergent horizontal value of
11 II'. Sec riause No. 8. Therefore the convergent value of L J is
equal to the horizontal value of H U' and by the drawing of the line
L J the distance or line equivalent to H U' has Ijeen eliminated and
the line L J has converged from L to J, so that the distance from J
to the point where the trisecting line drawn from E would intersect
L J produced would be equivalent to the horizontal value of
line K P. The (small) arc at R has l>een drawn from the point
H with a radius equal to the diameter (or i A B). The arc
B CJ has been ilrawn from the point E with a radius equal to the
diameter, ind R H is parallel to E L aid R II = E L and A J - U B
and R E = L II. It will he seen that if the line J L be produced it will
intersect IJ E produced in the point Z liecause J L lieing parallel to
A E the three Imes, viz., A J anil H L und E Z, are equal to each other,
also 'jecause H R is parallel ti> E L (and are between the parallel lines
HLandCZ), the line RE - HL (33—1). Therefore the four
hnes, viz., RE = HL = EZ-AJare equal to each other (see
Axiom No. 1, Book 1) "things which are equal to the same thing are
"equal to one another," A R is parallel to E J and A R = E J (33—1).

It has been shown that L J has converged towards the line drawn
from E parallel to A P so as to eUrainate H U' or the equivalent of
H A, so that the convergent value of H A is equal to the horizontal
value of II U'. The horizontal difference measured along L H from
L towards H, or, in other words, the difference between the line E L
and the line drawn from E parallel to P A and intersecting the line
L H, would be equal to U' H + R P but R P = J J'. Therefore
*l,^ Wna T T /«,. V f J\ -..«..: *.. I I J t » . ,the line L J (or Z L J) requires to be produced from J to such a

ill intersect E J' produced so as to be the hori-distance so that it wil ^.„^^. „ „ ,^.,„„v.,..a c« no lu ifc mr uon-
zontal equivalent of J J' (or R P), and the line drawn from E parallel
to P .\ will intersect the Une L H at a horizontal distance from the
point L = U' H + J J'.





SECTION NO. «.

ClaUM No. I.—It M now to Iw (letrrniinnl to what ilintano? the
utraiffht line Z L J ahall lie produml »o thul it will intersect tlie
•trainht line drawn from the |H>int E iiurullel to llie line I' A. It inuy
be mentioned the line I, .1 im iiKlucle.1 in and is u portion of the line
Z L J and coinrideH therewith.

The lines II L and T L' ul.io the linen A M und A' M' are hy
construc-tion parallel t<. B E (or C Z) ami ure tlierefon- parallel to
eaeh other (30— 1). The lines A .M and A' M' urv (l.y ooiLstriulioii
the name dintance from each other us are the lines II L anil T I/.

Clause No. 2.—The, so ralle<l, intervening line mnrkeil IJ U*
i« situate between the lines II L ami T L', ami the other, so called.
'"•"^•""'nR line marked O N is situate Iwlween the lines A M and
A M . Both of these, so callcil, inlerveniiiK '">«» are parallel to the
lines Iwtween which tlicv nre situate, ond hv Ilypollusis the .said
interveniiiff line U V is situate at a greater distance from I( L than
It IS from T L' and intervening line <) N is situate at a greater dis-
tance from A M than it is from A' .M'. The intervening line U U'
so near!/ coincides with T 1/ and the intervening line () N so nearly
oincides with the line A' M' that it would lie ilifficuli (particularly
if a smaller angle had been given) to observe any difference in misi-
tion between tlie.se. so called, inter\-ening lines and the lines with
which thev so nearly coincide. The two sketches marked Skktch
No. 1 and Skltch No. « are marked on the main <liagraiii and are
nec'cssanly drawn in an exaggerated form and ure nut ucconling to
any scale, but are for purposes of illustration to eii;ible the nader to
follow without difflculty.

Clause No. 3.—Produce the straight line Z L .1 iniieHnitely
intersecting the line A' M' in the point K, draw the straight lineK i" B' parallel to A B (.SI— 1) inter.secting B Z (o C B Z) in
the point B'. Then the angle K B' Z=A B E and the angle B' Z K ^
B E A and Z K B' = E A B, K B' is parallel to A B an.l A E is
parallel to K Z ami the line B Z (or the straight line C B Z) lieing
common to both triangles, therefore the triangle K B'Z is .similar to the
triangle ABE (Dif. 1-6) (.see Section No. I, Clause No. e), bv con-
struction 2 A B = B E then Z B' = 8 K B'. the line A 11 is parallel
to J E and E K = A J and R E = E P -I- P R. and if a line parallel
to A P l>e drawn from the point E ic will intersect A .1 (or A M) in the
point J', so that R P= J J' and the line R E = E P -I- P R anrl the
lineA J= A J' + J J'orRE — RP =PEnndA J— A J'= J' J It
will be observed that at the point where the line K B' intersects the
line J A (or A U) in the point J' the angle K J» A is equal to the

n"VxA ®
S,.""''

""^ ""«'<' K J" J = A D E and J' J K = B E A (or

. ,r^l'
Therefore the triangle K J' J is similar to the triangle

. • . ^'S- 't^'t*",""?'*
K B' Z), the triangle K B' Z is similar to tlie

jangle K J J, the latter being included ii^ the former with the pointK being common to both triangles.
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CUiue Ho. 3—ConUnuid^Stctlon Ho. 0.

The triangle A P B is situate within the triangle ABE
witli the point A common to both triangles, the line A B beinacommon to both triangles and the line B P coincidinL' with andformmg a part of B E. Furthermore in the triangle K J" J the line

i-
"

t.u ,• ("T"""'""!?
'° ^*''''''" ^"^ *)' J" J 'S equal to that

portion of the l>ne drawn from K (parallel to A P) that is situate be-
tween the line AM and the perpendicular J" K', but it will be seen
that 2 K J or J" J is less than the portion of A P that is situate be-
tween the lines H L and T L'.

Again, the portion of the line E J' produced (and parallel to
P) that IS situate between the lines A M and A'M' which {kee Section

JNo. 2) IS ecjual to J" J together with the remaining portion of E J'
produced situate between the perpendicular J" K' raised from J"and the line A' M', so that J" J is equal to that portion of E J' pro-duced from J' to intersect the line O k, and J" J is also equal to that
portion of A P situate between the lines H L and U U". Then the
Sistance between the lines A M and A' M' is equal to that betweenH L and 1 L , because if equals be taken from equals the remainders
are equal (see Axiom 3, Book 1).

A np^T'^l"^
to construction (see Section No. 1), in the triangleABE the hne BE = 2 A B and in the triangle K B' Z (similally

constructed) the hne Z B' -2KB'. The line Z K is parallel to

J •„, T? •
'"S '" ^'""^^ ^"- ' hereof, the distance between H L

and 1 Ij is equal to that between the lines AM and A' M' The
portion of the line Z K situate between A M and A' M' is equal to
that situate between 11 L and T L', and that portion of E A situate
between II L and f L' is also e(|ual to that portion of Z K situate
between HL and TL'. If a line Ik- Jrawn from the point

V (»f
''y. the IIj;pothesis) narallel to P A it will intersect the

! \,{l? "'* '?"""' f ""'* ''"'* P""^'"" °f E J' produced will inter-
sect A M so that the portion of E J' produced to A' M' will be
equal to that portion of P A situate between the lines II L and T L'

, Zi,, ^ "1"*' '° *"' P"^'"" °f ^ J' situate between H L
and 1 L (see first Axiom). Furthermore, it would be imi)ossible for
the portion of E J' produced to A' M' to be equal to that portion
of A P situate between equal parallel lines equally distant from
each other, if it was not parallel to A P.

^ „,Si*."*^,.*'°
4.-According to Section No. 2, in the triangle

H 7 r' nuS^ * •JT",-'™'? ""^ P°'"' '*''" "'«'•' «ng'es to the ifneH £ (or C B Z), and it a line be drawn from the iwint K parallel toA P iind prwluced to intersect the line IJ Z (or C B Z), the portion of
that Imp situate between the perpendicular raised from B' to its
intersection with the li.ie B Z (or C B Z) will be equal to 2 K B'B Z = 2 K B (see beetion No. 2), Then, if the line E J' parallel to

n





ClaoM Ho. 4—ConttaiMd—Section Ho. S.

PA be produced to intersect the line A' M', and from that point of

equa^oKB'''anH^n^"" ff™"^!
'" ^ ?;

itwill also be parr^ andequal to Ji. Jl
, and presumably will coincide with K B'.

Clause No.
intersect A' M'

5.—Assume
and drawn

that the line E J' produced to

DaralW to «rB'"(^ "Tar"?" 'r"™ ,

"»at point of intersection
parallel to K B (or A B) mtersectmg the line C Z and at a greater

a IS from Z. Then by construction Z B' = 2KB' and the hnedrawn from sa.d point of E J' produced to A' M' and drawn fromsuch po,„t parallefto K B' interacting C Z would 1^ equaf to K7
nmH,i.H", !-•]'"* ^""T" '™'" '"''• P™"' "f intersection of E J'produced to A >I' and drawn parallel to K B' from that said point

tfrlt^ f"""."
'? '"'^'^^^'.C /at a greater distance from Z thi^ B'

nr^dT A
''^1'=^''^'' a '"""g'e so formed with the side Z B' beingproduced so as to be greater than Z B', a condition inconsistent wuf

tl onstruction, viz., that the line B' Z=2 K B', and therefore coud

sTdes'^^rB'" 'z B' 'Tt ^ '''^,' !"
r'^''^'^

™- ''^ ™r™';:„T.lgsides SS KB = Z B . rveither could it be similar to the triangle IBE (because 2 A B = B E) which is similar to K B' Z. Next Xuldthe line parallel to and eaual to K H' intersect the line C ZTn a pc^nl

couliT f^"'".^''. ^f
Z tUn B' is from Z, then the triangle o formed

tTtLl-JriaSle A b'e"
''^ '"""^'^ *^ «' '• """"^^ ™"''^'' ^^ -™"-

Clause No.
line A \

fTomVpa^lleiyzTinte-rse;^^^^^

fhl'lji'"^"^^' -n^''"* ^'J^^'
'" '^"^ I"'"' i"<li^ated by K- Cnthe hne K K'" will be equal to Z' Z or J' J

5 '^I'eXre''j''j''-^K K-*""" .'fl"*'>"« t"* ^"^ "• '"^"o" ^o.
L »l T ^/"Ic/^ *-,f ,

• ""'^ ""^ '"" '''•awn from the point K"(in the hne AM') parallel to KB' will intersect C Z in the pointindicated by B" but B" is a greater distance from Z than B' is?rom

^ranl'l T r P ''n'-?-
*' €^ ^' ^' '""^ t'"' '"'<= d'-a«'n from k"

? A Arr ^; ^^^"!- '^ "'*' ''"^ ""^ d™«'n from the point J (in the

indl^ted^r k"' '°If' 'V'' 7" r'^'^'^
*" ""'' •'^' ^^^' - 'h^ P°'"'ndicated by K

.
If a line be drawn from the point K"" (in thehne A M') parallel to P A it will intersect C* Z at the samedistance from E that P is from R. As will be sin it 7\Zl

ZSlTrP^^'-r ^ll""""
'" '''•''"•" f^"™ J - fromIC- when drlwnaral el to PA it wiU mtersect C Z in the same point, vh.. E' and

K-'V ,r ^.^ -"J ^ K; = J J' ancfj J'' = k K'' and

will t.»r , r-V ".. "• "? '^ ''™*'" f™"' K'" parallel to A P itwill intersect C Z in the point indicated by E' and E' E" = 2 E E'.

Pm^I^ "nif'lr^v* ""?„'*.'' '^'**" "'™"g'' 'he point J' fin the

.^)F F P ^H^7 y '" 'T?r' '.'"' """ B' 2 m the p.int Z',

7'^„i,r.,tV2^''..?.^. =..:'' J .(- K P)_. Then the lin'e drawn

12





CkuM So. 6—Contiiiwd—Swttsn Ho. (.

If a line be drawn from the point K"' parallel to K Z it will
intersect C Z produced in the point indicated by Z" then K K" =
Z Z' and E' Z = E Z + J J' and E' E = K" K, ami the line drawn
from K parallel to A P mterseets the line C Z in the point E, therefore
the line E J' produced intersects A'M' in the point K. Consequently
there is only one point where Z J produced can intersect the linet J produced and that is the point K in the line A' M'. The same
theory holds good as to any point on either side of the point K in
the line A' M .

; 1. S?*"^*
^°- ?•—In the case of the triangles A B P and A B E,

if the line P A be produced it will intersect A' M' in the point \" the
same theory holds good, viz.. A' A" = R P, and if a line be drawn
from R to A' it will be parallel to P A, so that the angle formed by

A R with the line C Z will be equal to the angle '^^ ^-

Clause No. 8.—Continuing, in reference to similar triangles, the
first two, VIZ., the triangle ABE and the triangle A B P, the latter
triangle being inc'.ude<! in the former and having a common angle inA with A B comnun to both of these two triangles and the line B P
included in and forming a part of the line B E.

Then there are the other triangles, viz., K B' Z and K B' E,
the latter being included in the former and having a common
angle in K with K B' common to both of these two triangles and the
line B' E includc<l in and forming a part of the line B' Z. The triangle
A B E is similar to the triangle K B' Z and the triangle K B' E is
similar to the triangle A B P. By the Hypothesis the angle A P B =

g . The line drawn from the point K parallel to A P to intersect

C Z will also form an angle with the line C Z equal to
^^^ or

K R'C—3— Then again the triangle K B' Z is similar to the triangle

K J'J, the latter being included in the former, with the point K
common to both of these triangles, the line K J" being included in
and forming a part of the straight line K J" B', the line K J being
included in and forming a part of the straight line K J Z, and the
line J J" being parallel to B' Z.

The line Z J = E A and the line ZK = ZJ + JK and J" B'=
A B and the whole K T J" B' + .J" K. The line drawn from K
parallel to A P will int- the line .. M in the point J'. It will be
seen, in thf Hangles K and K J" J', the latier being included
in the foiiuci with the point K common to both triangles and
the line K J" common to both of these triangles as, also is the line

18





CUim Ho. »—ContfaiMd -Section Ho. 5.

J* J which includes both lines, viz.. J* J
J J' = « K J'

J' J' + J' J, then the line

The portion of the line E J' produced to A' M' is ciual to .1 J'
together with the remaining portion of E J' Drotlucoil toV M' that
IS situate between the perpendicular J" K' and t:. • line .V M' (see
section No. 8).

^'

M„ P'SH^r ^t *;;'.". "'^^ '^ r™'"'}'
"*''"' conditions (of ClauseNo. 1, Section No 5), the line Z J requires to 1« prcKluce<l so as to

intersect the liiiefc J' produced, and therefore that intersection must
necessarily be at a common altitude or at an equal vertical distaiue
from the (base) C Z as is the case in the triangles E A U an.l 1* V »which have the point A common to both triangres and ut the .oninion
altitude or at an equal vertical distance as the point A is Iroin the line

V T> V"?.^ S. I, "^f^'J'"" 1* ^ '" ^r"*' '" "'< ''^'V'-ral lines, viz.,J J'-E E'- E E'- Z'Z- Z Z'-K ]^'"-K K""- ir U'-.V V"
It has also been shown (see Clause No. 4, Section No. 4) the follow-
ing lines are equal to each other, viz., RE = EZ = HL = JV
It IS we'l to observe that the position of the dilferent i)oints in
connection with the magnitude of the different lines, just mentioned
as being equal to each other, can be found independeiitlv of and with-
out having recourse to the Hypothesis (see Section No. ("i hereinafter).The hne A E is parallel to K Z, the line E R = E Z and E K = E I' +
J' K, the hne Z J = E A, and the whole line Z K = E A + J K isshown (m Clause No. 8 hereof continued), the line K J diverges from
the hne drawn from K parallel to A P, .so that at the intersection
of these lines with the line A M (or J" J) shows a distance equal to
the horizontal value of J J' and J" J = J" J' + J' J. U has beenshown E A converges from E to A equal to the horizontal value of EP as measured on tTie line C Z and E P + P xl = E 1{ ami E R = E
SV ^r«° '*"= ^'"''e '"'" Z K = Z .1 + J K, therefore the whole line

r .!.*!• '^J'l^^Se towards the line drawn from the point E parallel
to the line P A which intersects the line Z K in the point K. That isa condition of the proportions which the sides of similar trianLdes
bear to each other viz.Tlien as the line EA:EP:;ZK:ZE (4—6).

Clause No. lO.—These proportions, in coniun<tion with the
foregoing demonstration, show that a line drawn from the .)()int E to
the point K forms an angle with the line C Z ecuial to one-third of
the given angle. However, before reaching a final conclusion of the
solution of this important problem, it is well to amplify what has ™ne
before by expounding the principles involved bv the consideration
ot the two sketches already mentioned (see Section No o Clause
No. 2) Ihe consideration of these sketches will form the' subject
of another section identified as Section No. 6.
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SECTION NO. 6.

Clause No. i.

SKETCH No.
U* H

as already mentioned (in sJ^tion No ? P?' "x^
•^''^"•'' ^o. *"

sketches are necessarily dmwnin an
"^ ^""^ *)• These

therefore cannot be compamT with a„v l^*^™'"*
'""" ""^

mam diagram, but are merely intended 7, '"^'"."'•''•"e''ts on the
the difference or space between nnrt^;„ i-

"
^"i''"

'<> distinguish
could not easily b^ s«n onTeeollTf tfe T"

""^
'^'''S^'"'' ^^ich

neary coincidfng with eacr other ThT I .'"j? ''^'^ '''''«' '» <>•

wuhrt&r- "''"--«- --«rarK
''^'S^rrt^—-^^^S^pi^-

same manner as

inter^'„l.Jlf(5t an?^,^^^ 'r^ ^' -^"""' '^ ^^ - called the

andTL'is^ali:?thernTertithneUU^^^^^^^^^^
lines are parallel to the lines fe ween whJnl? J';.'''

''"''''' '"''""•^"ing
paranel to each other (see Section n""5 ctus^ k'o "-T

"'"""^ ""''

the poltlro^S l-TiJ^'rtfaf ii^-t"" f ',' " P"™"-' '" A K. and
and A M is equal „ h;t part ofth„.

'* }^^^''-^" ""^ ''"'^^ A' M'
lines II L and\ L', ar"d ead, oftl„ • "T ''"^ -'"""'^ '^''^ccn the
AEth„t is situate iTttlt^IL^t^^l^^^E J produced to A' M' (parallel to P A) i, .„„ i ,

' .J^" P"*'"" »'
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The different PairTof inesthK I.^ nl^l"'.?'""'''^' '" •^' ^^'

ao R II and E L, H^ and E J 1 P „nHT i^ y
't' '"f"/;''

•"'"••• »"•''

A B. The whole of the fife ^irr^fin •

''.^ ""''. ^ •^- ^ «' «n<l

-t«ll.y the other two ™i;%Tirv^^^^^^^
1 I. thai are ako paral p[ lonch nih_. „„i V ...*' " ''ami

^t^-
3 .

In the strriRht line A U P the line U P =-
«AB. The line U U' is parallel to H L and T I ' i. •

iarc described from the mint E with ,. r«HT..
"'* '"'«'"• H'lil the

intersect the line U U" /callwl an nL ™.''"'V'"1'"''
'» « A B will

drawn from ,he ,K,int E to h^ interS''"?!"""^ "Vl"?'
"" """

l.ne U V will be',.arallel. and%"STo"?4rp and'w"! for™
"'"* "'"

with C Z. equal to ^ » ^
.

"" ""«'"

from'ih?fnter^ti^n^nh'^'L^A°P*w'j;ifRP^^^
point B in the line C Z is Lual ttZt ^ r"

''^ P™"' ^ to the
tance from the inters^fior'nf ,K

'%P?rr«ndicular or vertical di,-
lineCZ. because UU't para lellor 7 %^"^""' ^'^ ^ ^' '" "'-
A B (or UP) and th^ Jnil !' S therefore the I ne P U= «
point E with'k ^dii^e^tir^Tfl'^orVrT,'',^ ''T"

f^" ">e
sec ion of the line drawn from P»„ ^ ^ F'

''"?"" """ ">« ">'<"-
with the line U U' is paral eHo P n % '"'"r^i»" "f the arc B G
tersect the line A M £ the nd„t I^rf ^\"^ '' P"^"'""^ ""' '"-
tance from J that R IsfZn^ptj'rt Rp

'''^- "' "'« '"•"' ''i-^"

whoiJSfth^t.lt\t:r::.trer^'i^^^^^^^

produced that is situate betw«^,he ?' "^A'
«°' ")*" P^^'™ "' ^ J'

No. 3. Section No. 5 (&! ,h t"^ F '?"'* '^ ^^ ('«« C'^u^e
following the diagram.)

^"'"*"'« ">« 'ketches in order to assist in

prodL'd'loln'Je^rthe U^ ''^^^\"' ^ ^.^'^ '^^ P°«-" "' ^ J'-e line situate between th^' nLs-HTiTrT'^^^^^tj
16





CtaUM Ho. 4 <«ntlaiwd -SkUoo I«o. •.

|.ro.lu«Hl fro.., A M t.. VM' 111,! r
• ',"

""" '""•"' ^ J'

.art of E J' wiVe, , Kh..el\ V M *;
'\'!'V'"/""" "»' "l>rr

...rtio.. of K J' m. .Z 1 o th . Lu it'tuJ'"'-, TT"" '"''""

interve.ii.iK line O N ,i.i,l V M' ,.',1 „. .
• '

'*'"""'' lj<-»«<-»-.. the

of A K with the ,H.r;Zl.-. , .
!:/»?"

""" '""" "^ '" ""• i">"sec.ion

(in ^!^,::t":'l^^:;^t ^r:!:tn
"'^"^''•^"- •' ''-"'-^

t)e.i<li€i.liir l» k-' ; V
"""'"'^

''<'"V™ lis ..itersectio.. w th the i*r-U"' , 1,,^,^,; ,:; S,' ;• "" <;«' A !• IJi i. .",K

E to that ,,oi.,t of inters^ tf< . ( n I ,'; r r
\"''.

-n
'.' '""" ""T™ "'

I'o e.|ual to one-third of the given a.igle.viz V B C or"^
" ^'-

.n;S:!:r=^':!S^;:™;h:x;!:^[^tt7S^^
Other reusonmi; eoiild he s.ilimiti..,! . " ,•, ', ("^"""wl lo K.™ hnt woni;, invlr^iXn":"'!;:^ -:! -c.^!;^:r-
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SECTION NO. 7.

wlu4., acconiinj; to geometric, .v.s,:./;,. . Ha^a I'tt";;
.nvest.gat.on It ..s, however, al -,.l,,ielv e.^,en iai tha t • /irn'

,"'

oany hne or the locating or placi i -.r a-r „o nt as in t L
'

v; P'
problen,. shall be aecLp^»hed enti;ely '^^d i, e n nt j'^r'th"

lines, vi?.., A E - A B - E A - Z K - K V 1}^ i

"'" """

found independently of the Hypothesis (see sjeti.m i! Clau::"-
')'"'"

fr^n
^1*"^*- ^?; ^T^' '" "'^''•'''"'•e fomluded that the line drawnfrom the |,omt k to the point E will lorn, an an-de with I M,

'
7«,na to one-third

(i) of the given angle, ,l,at"is to sav K K (' f
3 "'^""''KB'C-AHC.
It is therefore eoncluded that a line drawn through the iioint H

tjl^l'/t"!!}!". ^'h'VP^ roncluded that a line drawn thronjrh thepoint B'^a™.,e. to the.ineEK ;¥*.;;;:...;^^^^
KB'C,

(or

nt B' pii

CBB'
K B' C or

*
^yiuit will he equal to the one-thinl () of the angle

3
then, by bisecting the remaining portion of K B' C

Vrir^\ *^ ? ^ *""'"« "1""' ^' "' <^')- "" «''l»ti->» of the TrisectionI'robleui has been accomplished.
Ansttuon

SECTION NO. 8.

drawn from the point E intersects L II.

"i-eeting iini

Produce the line E L to intersect \ \T in H... ....t.-i \->
i e

the point J (in the Ime AM) drawV.e iL "ftn' '

a^dld t.';"',"

I fi / "Jf J'°"" » • T'le .straight hne J E'" V will intersect the line

with *,T' r
'• ? "J"-

""", "" ''™"'" f--""' l-^ '" """ point .frtecHi,with the hne L II m the point X'" will be paral el to VP and w
^vTn ::;g1e"tBC

"" ''"' ''' ^ **"" """ •^•^ <^''-' '" "--t'-w"'' tile

It has been shown (.see last part of .Section No. 4) that the h„riEonal divergent value of E I, from the trisectin. li ,e d
'

wn Lni
^nLTcXhU' +''i'",'Vr"-^^7'*,

'""" ^ «f->« 'he lb,". LU. IstquivaieniioH L, +J .J. Then E L being prcxuced to intersect \ \r
... the point X'.and the line J E" pro.lu?ell to iideriect CZ In th.'
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CUM, Wo. 1-Contiiiu«l-S.ct,on Wo. 8.

point Y' and tlie .stiaiitlit line I K"' \-'
i

•

straiglit line K L X', E X' = J Y'
''"'*'' '''""" '""•»"«' «" the

K^n..,.^„.X^i^, , ^^ .,„.
Clause No. 4). Then K K'" = i I il'^^'.^^'lT.^''''""" •^"- "*•

«u. horizontal valneol U' .1 r.,'' j'-fc/v", ^'"Ti '", '- ''I'-l '-

2 J' J. ""I""' '" 'I"' lioiizontal value „( -i V l(
T

It will l,e (,|,.served that E I, 4- I v ;

tween th,. ,,.,ints X" and I ,A i'^^^^^^^^
"^^- '" ^i'-at"

seefon „f tl.e triseeting iitiewil I | '

""" ''•,'"" '''"' '" I'"' i"le.-
Iine X" L or X" L = E"' x".

"' *"'""' ""'' l«"'""<'l lo the
A.s already shown E \' — I \' i ¥ >-/

X'" J. Then^-' E'" = E X"" v I "'VXZ ^' '•"'' + K'" X'" +
Therefor,, the divergent ™lue ,',1 K f' T M ",'"' ^"'

'' = '' X'.
of Y' X'" and E'" X'" = V" . 'n, 'V*'','""

'" •""" '""^•''•«<-"< valne
equal to the horizontal line • o ? \''" "'T^'':^

''",'• '' •'^"' '»

value of U' H and X" L = E X".'
" ''''"' '" """ '">''zontal

J' (i.frh-e-r^;! n.sie:.roft:,;*;i^ ^ f";T" ^™- "< .-i-t
'e H Lata horizontal a nee ,".'';'

''m"
"' '

"""-'' ""'
be eqnal to l" I, + ., J' j' ^ r,/ •'

IfT "i '"'-V-','
'^ "" «"l

Hear that the line E I. r>rod e d ,

'

Y / t •'•''• ""''efor- it is

from the triseeting line drirn fr
,'„' Ei^r td'v '"

r'Y/
'''''•'""^

This reasonnig establishes ll.nt fl,„ / '' = ' " + '^ J' J
the iK^rizontal*-.,' J or L X' 'i'"he trizSTj.'"' '^ ""' " '"'-' '"

alrea!?:;^. ~°-,^7,^-ir^-|Pl: j-volv^ in this seetion, as
<lrawn from the point F to tsS .•

."'" ""' '''meeting li„e
horizontal eqnivafentofVHVrjTsern"'*''^^ '^ '^ " '^

"'"

hnc EL i.s divided in the point V^TotVa'T ^'•'';,''";' "'"' ''"'

equivalent of U' H and E X" i, ti..'l^
™ ., ^ "> '" "'e hor zoiital

Therefore, if a line equa toT "jT™""'' equivalent of .,' J
along the line E L and from th.t n ^ J"',

measured from the point E
be d?awn parallel trL .lTwHI Zse^t ril"" /l""*

'"-'«"') » line

thetri.seetingline,dr.^wn
fro, , tho

' .1 ' '" *'"' """'* !"""t that
drawn fromlhe point J paral e, to'^"i' J:;,',"'^"-'':

''"•'"''' ""• ""'-e point that the trise^eting hne dV;:It"he'Shn^tl!;:
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the line L H. As already stated, the straight line J Y' has Iwen .irawnfrom the point Jparallel to the line E L, and it is concluKat alh."drawn from the mtersection of that line with L H to the poimE w M

SZ rngTel^B^^'!
''" ""^ ^ ' """ ""' "" •"I-' ^ ""^^ of the

ADDENDUM.

There are other constructions by which the Trisection Problem

oZ>t '? ""n l^P''""'^ ^y ''^f'^fence to the main diagram, whichconstructions will be consistent with the principles involved in hesolution of the problem as already presented, viz :

1. From the point H (at the intersection of the line \ E withhe perpendicular fi F') and with a radius equal to 2 A + ^ K J'see he...tion 6,Clanse 5) describe an arc intersecting the line C Z andthe line drawn from that point of intersection to the point H will form

an^e"tB"c " ''^'^'' "'" "^ *''>"''' '» ""^-'hW " 'h "gU™

.1,
^

.^u"- "T ^-^ '.*'

""i""'
"""^ I'"™"''' «" 'he line E L Fromthe point R in the line R ll make rf R' = E X- (see Section No mand from the point A draw A R' produced to intersect the line CZ

thi ^ f.^'""-^'" ^"T r ."".^''^ ^"'' C Z that will be enua to „n.^

3. From the point where the arc B ii intersects the line T Vdraw a line parallel to E J and produce it to intersect the line A' M'and from that point of intersection draw a line to the noint'E, and that ine will form an angle with C Z that wUl al o cequal to one-third of the given angle ABC.
4. From the point where the are B G intersects the line T Verect a perpendicular (11- 1) to intersect the line L H.
Then take the line situate between the point H and the nointwhere the in. A R intersects the line L H produced. The sum ohese two lines, as described, the former,' from L to tl^ Tter-

R r w-rh T I
P'-fP?"'''™'" («'?<^'ed from the intersection of the arc

fh^n H IT' *I^'
^'""S.g^^^eT than R P and the latter being greaterthan H U , their sum is greater than H U' + R P, and R P + U' Hmeasured from L along the line L H, is equal to the horizontal

distance from L that the trisecting line /f drawn from thepoin ij wouH intersect the line L H. then the line d,„w„ fr"m thepoint J to that point where the trisecting line would intersect L H
ZiT^i J' jTRr.*° ''^ '"^^^"'"^ ^""^'^^«-' •'^-"'"

so





Therefore, if a line equal to the sum of these two lines, describedbe measured from the point L along the line L H, it w 1 imers^i

P Vnf
" 8rT'«''l?.*r*^/™,'° ^ ""*" 'he trisecting line, d awn f^E ntersects L H. Then f a line bedrawn from J to*lhis alter grea°"distance m L H, as described, is from L, that line will have a great"convergent or divergent horizontal value than J' J (or R P) ^Then

''"^w °"V""'- P°'"' ^ " ""« P"™""' ''"•J •^q""" to the one just de"

San^rirf"*^ "r""'.' '''Y"8?t - •convergent horizoi^tirllJe

1!. L intersecting the line H L produced, and from that point of in-

h^Tw"" ^h'i-
" L (oroduced) take a distance equal to ?he urn ofthe two said lines (wliich is greater than R P + H U') and that

TntSteCL^K'S 'Er'"'
'"' '"'^" '""" '"' ""'"' ^

The End.
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